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ABSTRACT

Gazda, Randall J.,

M.S.

Summer 1994

Wildlife Biology

Duck P r o d u c t a n d Nest Predation in Southeastern Idaho
Director: Dr^Joe Ball
I investigated duck productivity during 1992 and 199 3 at
the Sterling Wildlife Management Area (WMA) in
southeastern, Idaho. Objectives of the study were to
estimate the magnitude of nest predation on upland duck
nests and to evaluate potential causes. Mallards (Anas
p 1atvrhvnchos) comprised the largest proportion (48%) of
the 324 upland nests found during the study. Among 19
overwater nests found in 199 3, redheads (Avthva americana)
(53%) and mallards (47%) were predominant. Nest success
was significantly (P < 0.05) higher in 1992 than 1993
(7.4% vs. 2.7%). Overwater nest success was significantly
higher than upland nest success in 1993 (13.9% vs. 2.7%).
Upland nest success was far below the 15-20% level
calculated to be necessary for population maintenance, and
predation caused 99% of all nest mortality. Nest success
and nest density did not differ between areas where
densities of Russian olive fElaeaonus anoustifolia) were
high (>1.0 trees/ha) or low (<1.0 trees/ha). Nest fate
did not differ with height/density of vegetation, distance
to nearest Russian olive, density of Russian olive within
50 m, or distance to nearest black-billed magpie (Pica
pica) nest. Most (72%) predation on artificial nests
occurred during full daylight hours (0700-2 000 hr),
suggesting that birds were the primary nest predators.
Active black-billed magpie nests on the 654 ha study area
numbered 78 (12/100 ha) in 1992 and 103 (16/100 ha) in
1993; 97% of the nests were in Russian olive. Striped
skunks (Mephitis mephitis) were the most common mammalian
predators visiting scent stations, followed by canids,
raccoons (Procvon lotor), and feral/domestic cats fFelis
catus). Nest predation clearly is a major problem for
upland-nesting ducks at Sterling WMA, and may be a problem
for other breeding bird species. Given the high density
of breeding black-billed magpies and broad distribution of
Russian olive, I suggest that Sterling WMA lacks any area
providing reasonable security from nest predation by
black-billed magpies.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent reports of nonviable recruitment rates or
declining populations have come from bird communities as
diverse as upland-nesting ducks in the Prairie Pothole
Region and Neotropical migrant songbirds in eastern
deciduous forests (Cowardin et al. 1985, Klett et al.
1988, Wilcove 1985, Terborgh 1989).

Fragmented nesting

habitats and human-altered predator communities are common
to these bird communities (Cowardin et al. 1983, Terborgh
1989) .
The Prairie Pothole Region of the northcentral United
States and southcentral Canada was once considered to
support over half of the North American duck populations
on about 10% of their breeding range (Smith et al. 1964).
Recent reports of extremely low nest success, the most
important factor affecting recruitment (Cowardin and
Johnson 1979, Johnson et al. 1992), have come from
throughout the Region.

Klett et al. (1988) summarized

nesting studies of North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Minnesota; nest success averaged <10% for mallards and
Northern pintails (see appendix A for scientific names).
Mallard nest success averaged 12% (Greenwood et al. 1987)
in a study conducted at 17 sites in Alberta, Saskatchewan,
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and Manitoba.

Population modeling for mallards in central

North Dakota suggests 15% nest success as the minimum
necessary for sustaining populations (Cowardin et al.
1985).

Mammalian predation was the major cause of nest

loss in the Prairie Pothole Region (Cowardin et al. 1985,
Greenwood et al. 1987, Klett et al. 1988, Fleskes and
Klaas 1991, Higgins et al. 1992, Sargeant and Raveling
1992) .
The Prairie Pothole Region has undergone drastic
alterations in the last 150 years.

Tracts of prairie and

glaciated potholes have now been reduced to small remnants
surrounded by intensive agriculture (Higgins 1977).
Destruction and fragmentation of habitat have benefitted
nest predators by concentrating upland-nesting ducks in
the remnants.

The predator community has changed from one

dominated by large predators at low density to one
dominated by small predators at high density.

Grizzly

bear, gray wolf, and swift fox were extirpated and have
been replaced by red fox, raccoon, and striped skunk
(Sargeant et al. 1984, Jones and Birney 1988).

The

density and distribution of these smaller predators has
been increased by removal of large predators, supplemental
denning sites (abandoned buildings, road culverts, tree
plantings, etc.), and winter feeding (agricultural waste,
garbage, etc.).

Fire suppression and human plantings have
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substantially increased the number of trees in the Region,
providing denning sites for raccoons and nesting sites for
corvids (American crows and black-billed magpies).
Corvids are more abundant in the Canadian than the United
States portion of the Prairie Pothole Region (Sargeant et
al. 1993) and can be significant duck nest predators
(Kalmbach 1937).
To understand causes of declines in continental duck
populations, information is needed on recruitment
throughout the breeding range.

Duck breeding areas in the

Intermountain Region of the western U.S. are widely
scattered but can be highly productive (Girard 1941, Steel
et al. 1956, Ratti and Kadlec 1992).

Human alterations

have also taken place on many of the Intermountain
breeding grounds.

One major habitat change in the

Intermountain Region is invasion by Russian olive, a
shrub-like tree native to Eurasia that was introduced to
the United States in the late 1800's for landscaping,
shelterbelts, and wildlife habitat plantings.

Since then

it has invaded many riparian and wet prairie zones of the
western U.S. (Olson and Knopf 1986).

Russian olive

escaped cultivation in Utah by 1924 and recently was
listed as a noxious weed (Knopf and Olson 1984).

This

tree undoubtedly benefits some species of wildlife by
providing food and nesting sites (Bore11 1976, Knopf and
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Olson 1984).

However, wholesale invasion of landscapes by

Russian olive may pose threats to avian communities
adapted to grassland (Knopf in press) or native riparian
habitats (Brown 1990).
Black-billed magpies commonly use Russian olive as
nest sites (Brown 1990).

Russian olive has invaded moist

prairie sites at the Sterling Wildlife Management Area
(WMA) in southeastern Idaho.

Moderate densities of

wetlands and upland nesting ducks also occur on the area.
Uplands surrounding the area have been extensively
fragmented by agriculture.

My study was initiated in 1992

at the Sterling WMA to provide a broader base of
information on duck nest success in the Intermountain
Region and to investigate the impacts of habitat
alterations on nest success of ducks.

Objectives of my study were:
1. evaluate duck productivity based on nest success
and pair/brood counts;
2. determine if duck nest density, duck nest success,
or predator abundance differs relative to
distribution and abundance of Russian olive; and
3. investigate the importance of various nest
predator species to overall rates of nest
predation on ducks.
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STUDY AREA

My study was conducted on the Sterling WMA in Bingham
County, Idaho, 4 km east of Aberdeen (Fig. 1) .

The area

is managed by the Idaho Department of Fish and Game,
primarily for waterfowl and ring-necked pheasants.

The

study area consisted of 9 management subunits (Fig. 2),
totaling 654 ha in the northern portion of the 13 36 ha
area.

Sterling WMA is part of the Upper Snake River Plain

and is 1340 m above sea level.

Mean annual precipitation

at Aberdeen is 22 cm and mean monthly temperatures vary
from -6 C in January to 20 C in July (Natl. Climatic Data
Cent. 1992).
Uplands are a mixture of Russian olive, sagebrush,
rabbitbrush, greasewood, bunchgrasses, and cheat grass.
Wet meadows are dominated by rushes and sedges and
wetlands by cattail and bulrush.

Sterling WMA is bordered

by the American Falls Reservoir on the southeast and
intensive agriculture (wheat, potatoes, sugar beets,
alfalfa, and pasture) on the remaining sides.

Potential

nest predators include black-billed magpie, striped skunk,
raccoon, red fox, and coyote.
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METHODS

Breeding Pair Counts
Breeding pair counts were conducted each spring,
generally following the methods of Dzubin (1969).

Counts

were performed by walking to each wetland on the study
area and using binoculars to count pairs.

Indicated

breeding pairs consisted of observed pairs for diving
ducks and observed pairs, lone males, and each male in
groups of <6 males for dabbling ducks.
occurred between 0700 and 1200 hr.

All counts

Preliminary counts

covering >25% of the area were conducted every 5-10 days
beginning in mid-April, and counts of record were made
when the ratio of dabbler pairs to lone males approached
one.

Mallards and pintails were counted during an early

count (25 April-10 May) and other species during a late
count (18-27 May) because of the above ratios.

Brood Counts
Ten brood counts were made each year at 7-10 day
intervals between 15 June and 25 August.

Broods were

counted between 0600-1100 hr by walking to and observing
with binoculars all wetlands on the study area.

Species

of hen, number of ducklings, and age of ducklings (Gollop
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and Marshall 1954) were recorded for each brood.
were grouped by area and species.

Data

Then number and age of

ducklings were used to eliminate duplicate counts of the
same brood in an attempt to determine the total number of
broods.

Nest Searching
Nest searching was conducted on randomly chosen 8.1
ha plots, 17 in 1992 and 18 in 1993.

Grassy areas and wet

meadows were searched using a 30 m cable-chain drag
(Higgins et al. 1977) towed between 2, 4-wheeled allterrain cycles.

Areas with brush or trees were searched

by 2-3 people and a labrador retriever (Sowls 1950).
Three systematic searches were made at 21 day intervals
between early May and early July.

Supplemental nest

searches were conducted in 1993 to locate overwater nests
and to increase sample sizes of upland nests.

All nests

found incidental to other field work, also were monitored
and used for estimating nest success.

I did not search

for nests of species other than ducks, but all nests found
were monitored.

Techniques followed Klett et al. (1986).

At each nest site I recorded: bird species, number of
eggs, stage of incubation (Weller 1956), nest vegetation,
location (from aerial photographs), and a visual
obstruction reading (VOR).

VORs were obtained using a

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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modification of Robel et al.'s (1970) method.

A pole

marked in half-decimeter increments was placed at the nest
bowl, and VOR was recorded as the mean of 4 readings (one
taken in each cardinal direction) observed from 4 m
lateral distance and 1 m above ground.

Each reading was

to the nearest half decimeter where vegetation obscured
view of the pole.

Nests were marked with a numbered

willow switch 5 m from the nest, and were checked every 711 days until termination (successful, depredated, or
abandoned). A nest was considered successful if >1 egg
hatched.

Two-sample t tests were used to test for

significant differences in nest phenology between years,
VORs between years, and VORs between nest fates (hatched
or depredated).
< 0,05.

I considered differences significant if P

Parametric statistical tests were used when data

were approximately normally distributed.

Calculations of Nest Success and Density
Nest success estimates were made by using a modified
Mayfield technique (Mayfield 1961, Johnson 1979).

Nests

abandoned due to searching activities were excluded in
analysis of nest success but included in nest density
estimates.

Daily survival rate [DSR = (1 - total nest

losses/total exposure days)] was calculated for groups of
nests and used to estimate Mayfield nest success (DSR^®).
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A Z-test was used to test for a difference between pairs
of DSRs.

Two-sample t tests were used to test for

differences in nest density between habitats and years.

Analysis of Nest Failures
Nests that failed were inspected for evidence of nest
abandonment, predation, or hen mortality.

Depredated

nests in 1993 were categorized based on disturbance to
nest bowls and size and condition of eggshell remains;
only nests with >5 eggs were used for this analysis to
insure that similar amounts of down and eggs were present
at each nest site prior to predation (Sargeant et al. in
press).

I did not attempt to assign the cause of each

nest predation event to individual predator species
because such interpretation often is subjective (Sargeant
et al. in press).
<10% or >10%.

Nest bowl disturbance was estimated as

The largest remnants of any eggshell (<3 m

from the nest site) were categorized as; no remnants
present, chips (<1/2 eggshell) present, large (>1/2
eggshell) remnant present, and large crushed remnant
present.

Duck Nest Sites
Duck nest sites were classified by plant composition.
Nest sites were classed as upland if dominated by grass.
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shrub, or Russian olive, lowland if dominated by rush,
sedge, dry cattail or dry bulrush, and overwater if
dominated by flooded bulrush or cattail.

A chi-square

test was used to test whether nesting use of lowland and
upland habitats was proportional to availability.

Nest Densitv and Success in Relation to Russian Olive
Management subunits (Fig. 2) were classified
according to density of Russian olive trees >1.8 m in
height.

Complete surveys of Russian olive were conducted

on the Fingal, Johnson, Vanderford, Harder, and American
Game subunits.

The remaining subunits were surveyed based

on randomly chosen 8.1 ha plots constituting >35% of
subunit area.

Relative density of Russian olive on

subunits was classified as high (>1.0 trees/ha) or low
(<1.0 trees/ha).
Distance to nearest magpie nest, distance to nearest
Russian olive tree and density of Russian olive trees
within 50 m of each nest site was measured.

Because of

non-normal distributions, Mann-Whitney U tests were used
to test for differences between nest fate and each of
these measurements.
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Nest Survival in Relation to Distance from Russian Olive
Stands
I established transects of artificial nests to
determine whether predation rates changed with increasing
distance from Russian olive stands.

Each artificial nest

consisted of 3 fresh brown chicken eggs, placed in a
slight depression and covered with natural vegetation to
provide approximately 75% cover from above.

Nests were

placed 5, 25, 75, and 150 m from Russian olive stands
along 16 transects.

The nests were placed 10 m to the

right of the transect during early trials (4-24 May) and
to the left during late trials (24 May-14 June).

Nests

were checked after 10-11 and 21 days of exposure.

Eggs

remaining at the end of each trial were removed.

Mayfield

nest survival (DSR^^) was calculated for each distance and
for each year.

To test for differences in DSRs between

the 4 distances, DSRs were weighted by exposure, and total
sum of squares (TSS) was calculated.

A chi-square

distribution (df = number of groups - 1) is approximated
by the ratio TSS/DSR(1 - DSR) (Johnson 1990, Fleskes and
Klaas 1991).

Nest Survival in Relation to Season and Diurnal Period
I used artificial nests with timers in 1993 to
determine the diurnal pattern of predation events.
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timer (Ball et al. in press) consisted of an electronic
digital clock with attached microswitch placed inside a
clear plastic box ( 7 x 5 x 3

cm).

A paper clip, crimped

to the microswitch arm, and extending through a small slot
in the box, formed a treadle.

Timing advance of the clock

proceeded normally while an egg was on the treadle, but
stopped when the egg was removed.

Time (and date) of the

predation event thus could be recorded at the next visit.
Down feathers from hatched or depredated duck nests were
used to conceal the timers and eggs.
Nests were placed in 9 management subunits by
dividing subunits into 4 ha plots, then randomly choosing
primary and secondary plots from each.

Four nests were

exposed for 10 days in each primary plot, then checked and
moved to secondary plots for 10 days; this cycle was
repeated 3 times between 15 May and 16 July.

Nests were

placed at each corner of a 50 x 50 m square positioned at
the center of each plot.

I considered 0700-2000 hr as

day, 2200-0500 hr as night, and 0500-0700 and 2000-2200 hr
as dawn/dusk for analysis.

Predation rates (%) =

depredated nests/available nests x 100.

Magpie Nest Searches
One search of the study area for active magpie nests
was conducted each year between 15 and 28 April to
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slightly precede the peak hatching date of 1 May (Jones
I960).

All trees and shrubs were searched for nests.

Location of active nests (containing eggs or young) were
marked on an aerial photograph (1:7920 scale), and nest
site vegetation was recorded.

Scent Station Routes
Scent station routes (Linhart and Knowlton 1975) were
used

to assess species composition and abundance of

mammalian nest predators (Conner et al. 1983).

Each scent

station consisted of a 1-m circle of sifted dirt with a
Fatty Acid Scent capsule (U.S. Dep. Agric., Pocatello, ID)
placed in the center (Roughton and Sweeny 1982).

Each

route consisted of 10 scent stations spaced 500 m apart
along secondary roads.

Two routes were established on the

WMA, one where Russian olive density was high and one
where it was low.
west

One route also was established 8 km

of Sterling WMA in an intensively farmed area where

Russian olive was absent.

Routes were operated for 5

consecutive nights between 1-15 June and 20-30 July each
year.

Tracks were identified by species (Murie 1974)

except for canids (red fox, coyote, and domestic dog)
which were grouped because of difficulty in
differentiating them.

Chi-square tests were used to test
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for difference in the proportion of stations visited by a
species between habitats and years.
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RESULTS

Brood/Pair Ratios and Species Composition
I counted 317 indicated breeding pairs in 1992 and
346 in 1993.

Mallards constituted the largest proportion

(37%) of dabbling duck pairs and redheads the largest
proportion (58%) of diving duck pairs (Table l).
counted 67 broods in 1992 to 53 in 1993.

I

Mallards (35%)

in 1992 and Northern shove1ers (33%) in 1993 constituted
the largest proportion of dabbling duck broods and
redheads (56%) in 1992 and ruddy ducks (45%) in 1993 the
largest proportion of diving duck broods (Table 1).

The

number of broods per 100 pairs decreased from 19 to 12 for
dabblers and 33 to 26 for divers between 1992 and 1993.

Nest Success and Species Composition
Nests were located by systematic searches (n = 108 in
1992 and 41 in 1993), supplemental searches (n = 51 in
1993) , and incidental to other field work (n = 72 in 1992
and 71 in 1993).

Upland nest success for 1993 (7.4%, n =

13 5) was significantly lower than 1992 (2.7%, n = 162) (Z
= 2.34, P = 0.019).

Over-water nests (n = 9 mallard and

10 redhead) were more successful than upland nests in 1993
(13.9% vs. 2.7%, Z = 2.56, P = 0.010).
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Table 1. Number and species composition [N(%)] of pairs,
broods, and broods/100 pairs at Sterling WMA.
1993

1992
Species

Pairs

Broods

p.

Pairs

Broods

pa

Mallard

98(31)

18(27) 18

99(29)

9(17)

9

Gadwall

52(16)

13(19) 25

46(13)

7(13)

15

Northern Shove1er

33(10)

5(7)

46(13)

11(21)

24

Northern Pintail

19(6)

8(12) 42

21(6)

3(6)

14

Cinnamon Teal'’

66(21)

7(10) 11

54(16)

3(6)

6

0

2(<1)

0(0)

0

268(84)

51(75) 19

268(77)

33(63)

12

24(8)

9(13) 38

49(14)

7(13)

14

Green-winged Teal
SUBTOTAL DABBLERS
Redhead
Ruddy Duck
Lesser Scaup
Ring-necked Duck
SUBTOTAL DIVERS
TOTAL

0(0)

0(0)

15

8(3)

5(7)

63

9(3)

15(5)

2(3)

13

20(6)

4(8)

20

0(0)

0

0(0)

0(0)

0

78(23)

20(38)

1(<1)
48(16)

16(23) 33

317(100) 67(98) 21

9(17) 100

26

346(100) 53(101) 15

“Broods/100 pairs
'’Included 7 Blue-winged Teal pairs in 1992 and 10 in 1993
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Mallards and gadwalls constituted 62% of all upland nests
found (Table 2) and 60% of nests found during systematic
searches (Table 3).

For analysis of nest success, I

excluded 27 nests for the following reasons: abandonment
caused by search activities (63%), unable to relocate
(26%) , and hatched when found (11%).

I also monitored 75

nests of other bird species (Appendices D and E).

Nesting Phenology
Only nests found during systematic searches were used
to test for differences in mean nest initiation between
years; because nests found incidentally varied annually as
to when found.

No significant difference in initiation

dates was detected between years (20 May in 1992 vs. 27
May in 1993, df = 134, t = 1.40, P = 0.164).

All upland

nests were used to test if the mean initiation date was
earlier or later for hatched nests versus depredated
nests.

Hatched nests were initiated earlier than

depredated nests in 1992 (12 May vs. 21 May, df = 157, t =
2.55, P = 0.012) but nest initiation was similar for the 2
categories in 1993 (30 May vs. 25 May, df = 131, t = 1.16,
P = 0.248).

Mallards and pintails initiated the earliest

nests and lesser scaup and gadwalls the latest nests
(Table 4).
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Table 2. Species composition of upland duck nests at
Sterling WMA.
Combined

1992

iâ.93

Species

n(%)

n(%)

Mallard

99(55)

55(38)

154(48)

Gadwall

23(13)

22(15)

45(14)

Northern Shoveler

12(7)

28(19)

40(12)

Cinnamon Teal*

12(7)

19(13)

31(10)

Northern Pintail

19(11)

10(7)

29(9)

Lesser Scaup

8(4)

4(3)

12(4)

Redhead

4(2)

3(2)

7(2)

Unidentified

3(2)

3(2)

6(2)

180(101)

144 (99)

324(101)

Total

‘Includes Blue-winged Teal
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Table 3. Species composition and number of duck nests
found in 3 nest searches of 15, 8.1 ha plots at Sterling
WMA.
1992

1993

Combined

Species

n(%)

n(%)

n(%)

Mallard

47 (47)

12(33)

59(43)

Gadwall

16(16)

7(19)

23(17)

Northern Pintail

16(16)

1(3)

17(12)

Northern Shoveler

7(7)

9(25)

16(12)

Cinnamon Teal*

6(6)

6(17)

12(9)

Lesser Scaup

8(8)

0(0)

8(6)

Unidentified

1(1)

1(3)

2(1)

101(101)

36(100)

137(100)

Total

‘Includes Blue-winged Teal
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Table 4. Initiation dates of upland duck nests at
Sterling WMA.
1992

n

X
(range)

1993

SE*

n

X
(range)

SE*

Mallard

96
11 May
2. 2
April-25
June)
(2

54
19 May
1.5
(11 April-28 June)

Gadwall

4 June
2.7
23
May-28
June)
(13

21

10 June
2.8
(16 May-2 July)

Cinnamon
Teal**

11

18 May
4 .0
(4 May-19 June)

18

2 June
2.7
(14 May-June 22)

Northern
Shoveler

6 May
3 .6
12
(16 April-26 May)

28

27 May
3.0
(29 April-23 June)

Northern
Pintail

19
12 May
5.6
April-20
June)
(1

10

3 May
3.7
April-20
May)
(11

Lesser
Scaup

8
14 June
4.5
(2 June-8 July)

4

21 June
3.1
(14 June-29 June)

Redhead

4
30 May
2.3
(25 May-5 June)

2

5 June 16.0
(11 May-20 June)

All
Species

173
17 May
1.7
April-8
July)
(1

137

26 May
1. 6
April-2
July)
(11

•standard error in days
'’Includes Blue-winged Teal
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Visual Obstruction Readings fVORst of Nest Site Vegetation
VORs were similar for nests detected by systematic
searches and found incidentally in both 1992 (3.36 vs.
3.35 dm, df

= 172, t = 0.08, P

= 0.935) and 1993(2.71 vs.

3.07 dm, df

= 138, t = 1.51, P

= 0.132).

were combined for analysis.

VORs were

Thus all nests

significantly

higher in 1992 than 1993 (3.35 vs. 3.02 dm, df = 312, t =
2.61, P = 0.009).
from those
df = 159, t

VORs at hatched nests did not differ

at depredated nests

in 1992 (3.33 vs.3.36 dm,

= 0.15, P = 0.884)or 1993 (3.25 vs.

2.97 dm,

df = 133, t = 0.96, P = 0.342).

Analvsis of Nest Failures
Nest failures were caused by predation (>99%) and
abandonment (<1%). Of the depredated nests with >5 eggs
in 1993, 48% were taken by mammals, 24% by birds, and 27%
by unknown predators (Table 5) .

Evidence that a hen had

been killed at or near the nest was found once in 1992 and
3 times in 1993.
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Table 5. Remains at depredated duck nests (>5 eggs) based
on eggshell remains and amount of nest bowl disturbance at
sterling WMA.
1993
Type

Description

(n)%

Ia“

No eggshell remains and nest
bowl not disturbed (<10%)

(7)13

lb**

No eggshell remains and
nest bowl disturbed (>10%)

(7)13

II'*

Chips in nest bowl and nest
bowl disturbed (>10%)

(6)11

Ilia'

Crushed eggshell remains and
nest bowl not disturbed (<10%)

(3)5

m b'

Crushed eggshell remains and
nest bowl disturbed (>10%)

(3)5

IVa'

Large eggshell remains and
nest bowl not disturbed (<10%)

(14)25

IVb**

Large eggshell remains and
nest bowl disturbed (>10%)

(15)27

Total
"Assumed
’’Assumed
'Assumed
d
Unknown

(55)99
to be red fox predation
to be avian predation
to be mammalian predation
predation
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Duck Nest Sites
In both 1992 and 1993, I searched 10 plots where
density of Russian olive was high and 5 where it was low.
These plots were 55% (67.2 ha) upland, 41% (50.0 ha)
lowland, and 4% (4.3 ha) underwater and not searched.
Lowland nest sites (n = 107) were almost 4 times more
common than upland nest sites (n = 30) (X^ = 46.81, df =1,
P < 0.001).

Nest Density and Success in Relation to Russian Olive
Density
Density of Russian olive (trees/ha) by subunit (Fig.
2) was low in Fingal (0.1) and Johnson (0.9) and high in
Vanderford (5.4), American Game (10.1), Harder (37.3),
Wells (42.4), Plunkett (43.5), Orth (48.4), and Thompson
(56.7) .
Apparent duck nest density was not significantly
different between 1992 and 1993 in 8.1 ha search plots
(0.77 vs. 0.28 nests/ha, df = 28, t = 1.80, P = 0.083).
Years were combined for nest density analysis between
habitats with high and low density of Russian olive, and
no difference was detected (1.41 vs. 0.90, df = 28, t =
0.63, P = 0.531).

Nest success was higher in 1992 than in

1993 on the 15, 8.1 ha plots searched both years (7.0% vs.
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0.4%, Z = 2.95, P = 0.003).

Nest success between high and

low density Russian olive habitats was not significantly
different in 1992

(6.7%vs.

in 1993 (0.1% vs.

2.4%,

7.6%,

Z - 0.18, P = 0.857)

or

Z = 1.65,P = 0.099). Sample

sizes were low in 1993 (10 and 26).

No difference was

detected between low and high density Russian olive
habitats when years were combined (Z = 1.22, P = 0.112).

Duck Nest Fate. Russian Olive. and Magpie Nests
The median distance to a Russian olive tree from
hatched versus depredated nests was not significantly
different in 1992

(43 m

or 1993 (27 m

31 m,U = 1175.5,P = 0.438).

VS.

vs. 39 m,U = 2836.5, P = 0.875)
The

median density of

Russian olive trees within 50 m of the

nest site was not

significantly different between hatched

and depredated nests in 1992 (1 vs. 2, Ü = 2514, P =
0.294) or 1993 (5 vs. 4, U = 1457.5,

P = 0.374).

The

median distance to magpie nests was not significantly
different between hatched and depredated nests in 1992
(176 m vs. 151 m,
126 m, U = 1128.5,

U = 2595, P = 0.471) or 1993(114 m vs.
P = 0.438).
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Nest Survival in Relation to Distance from Russian Olive
Stands
Survival of artificial nests (DSR^*) was significantly
higher in 1992 than 1993 (3.5% vs. 0.6%, Z = 3.08, P =
0.002).

Nest survival tended to increase with increasing

distance from Russian olive stands (Fig. 3).

However,

differences were not significant in 1992 (X^ =4.07, df =
3, 0.50 > P > 0.25) or 1993 (X^ = 1.15, df = 3, P > 0.5).

Nest Survival in Relation to Season and Diurnal Period
Of 214 artificial nests with timers, 112 were
depredated within 10 days.

Of the 99 predation events

from which time and date were recorded, 72% were during
day, 18% during night, and 10% during dawn or dusk (Table
6).

Predation rates declined as the season progressed

(Table 6), and most (67%) predation occurred during the
first 3 days of the trials (Fig. 4).

During 2140 exposure

days, timers malfunctioned on 23 occasions.

Causes of

malfunctions were: water entered the case and shorted the
clock (48%), digging by mammals caused the treadle to stay
depressed (26%), microswitches stuck or had bad
connections (17%), and growing vegetation prevented the
treadle from rising (9%).

i removed clocks that
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Fig. 3. Nest survival of artificial nests with increasing
distance from Russian olive stands.
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Table 6. Predation on artificial nests in relation to
season and diurnal periods at Sterling WMA in 1993.
Exposure period was 10 days for all trials.
Starting Date
15 May

25 May

4 Jun

14 Jun

26 Jun

6 Jul

Ttl

Total nests

36

36

34

36

36

36

214

Day*

24

17

9

15

2

4

71

Night**

2

8

2

2

2

2

18

Dawn/dusk'

1

3

3

1

2

0

10

Malfunction**

3

3

3

2

0

2

■ 13

17

20

6

8

112

Total®

30

31

‘Day = 0700-2000 hr
•’Night = 2200-0500 hr
'Dawn/dusk = 0500-0700 and 2000-2200 hr
‘•Depredated, but timer malfunctioned
'Depredated
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N ight
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I
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1
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8

9

10

2 4 Hour Period
Fig. 4. Predation rates by 24 hour period on artificial
nests with timers at Sterling WMA, 1993. Predation rate
(•«) = depredated nests (N)/available nests x 100. Day =
0700-2000 hr, dawn/dusk = 0500-0700 or 2000-2200 hr, and
night = 2200-0500 hr.
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malfunctioned from analysis.

At 8 nests that survived,

the timer was 2-3 days slow.

I could not re-create this

condition in the laboratory, and presume it was caused by
human error (i.e. failure to reset the clock).

Active Magpie Nests
The number of active black-billed magpie nests
located on the 654 ha study area increased 32% from 78
(11.9/100 ha) in 1992 to 103 (15.7/100 ha) in 1993.

The

density of magpie nests was 4.5/100 ha on units with low
density of Russian olive and 18.9/100 ha on units with
high density of Russian olive (Table 7).

Russian olive

supported 97% of the 181 active nests found, and 3% were
in large (>1.8 m in height) sagebrush plants.

Visitation at Scent Stations
Striped skunks were the most common visitors to scent
stations, followed in decreasing order of abundance by
canids, raccoons, and feral/domestic cats (Table 8).
Visits to scent stations by skunks did not differ by
habitat in 1992 (X^ = 2.38, df = 2, P = 0.305) but did in
1993 (X^ = 14.84, df = 2, P = 0.001).

Visits to scent

stations by canids differed among habitats in 1992 (X^ =
20.66, df = 2, P < 0.001) and 1993 (X^ = 18.47, df = 2,
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Table 7. Number and density of active black-billed magpie
nests at Sterling WMA.
1992
Unit»

Ha

n (Density®)

1993
n (Density®)

X
n (Density®)

Orth
Plunkett

188

46(24.5)

49(26.1)

47.5(25.3)

Thompson
Wells

119

11(9.2)

18(15.1)

14.5(12.2)

12(10.3)

24(20.7)

18.0(15.5)

A m . Game
116
Harder
Vanderford
Fingal
Johnson

231

9(3,9)

12(5.2)

10.5(4.5)

Total

654

78(11.9)

103(15.7)

90.5(13.8)

“See Fig- 2
‘
’Nests/100 ha
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Table 8. Visits to scent station routes operated in 3
classes of Russian olive habitat for 5 nights in June and
in July.
Density of Russian olive
High

Low

1992**

1993 c

Striped Skunk

6

Raccoon

None*

1992'

1993'

2

7

14

11

3

4

1

6

0

0

0

Canid'

0

0

10

2

18

12

Catf

0

0

2

2

1

5

10

3

25

18

30

20

Total

1992*’

•’100 scent station nights
'99 scent station nights
**94 scent station nights
'Includes red fox, coyote, and dog
^Feral/domestic
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P < 0.001).

Sample size is relatively low in 1993.

However, years combined were also significantly different
(X^ = 36.23, df = 2, P < 0.001).

The number of visits by

raccoons and cats was too small for chi-square analysis.
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DISCUSSION

Brood/Pair Ratios
Brood/pair ratios are a crude estimate of
productivity compared to nest success estimates because of
emigration, immigration, and visibility.

Small numbers of

broods emigrating or never being seen would underestimate
brood/pair ratios.

Brood/pair ratios may be higher than

nest success estimates because of immigration, renesting,
or overwater nesting.

The ratio of divers to dabblers is

complicated by the definition of what is an indicated
breeding pair (Dzubin 1969, Sugden and Butler 1980).
However, brood/pair ratios in this study showed that
productivity decreased between 1992 and 1993, and that
divers were more productive than dabblers (Table 1); both
of these patterns are consistent with nest success
estimates.

Nest Success
During 1992 and 1993, Sterling WMA appeared to be a
"sink" (Pullian 1988) where upland nesting ducks would
soon become extinct without immigration from areas with
higher productivity ("sources"). All nest success
estimates in this study are below the 15-20% calculated as
necessary for population maintenance (Cowardin et al.
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1985, Klett et al. 1988).

They are also far below the 30%

goal set by the Idaho Department of Fish and Game for WMA
management plans.

Nest success below population

maintenance levels has also been reported in the Prairie
Pothole Region (Greenwood et al. 1987, Klett et al. 1988).
In contrast, a study conducted at Oxford Slough Waterfowl
Production Area, 100 km southwest of Sterling WMA,
documented 49% nest success (Compton et al. 1993).
Although both areas support striped skunk and red fox (J.
W. Connelly, Id. Fish and Game, pers. commun.), major
differences between these two areas are that Oxford Slough
has <1% woody vegetation (>1 m in height) and no nesting
magpies.
Higher success of overwater nests than upland nests
has been reported in other studies (Krapu et al. 1979,
Arnold et al. 1993).

Tall dense cover may protect

overwater nests from avian predators (Jones and Hungerford
1972, Sullivan and Dinsmore 1990) and water may protect
them from some mammalian predators (Krapu et al. 1979).

Nest Phenoloav and Visual Obstruction Readings fVORs) of
Nest Site Vegetation
Hatched nests were initiated earlier than depredated
nests in 1992, but no significant difference existed in
1993.

The difference between 1992 and 1993 may have been
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related to lower VORs at nest sites in 1993.

Heavy snow

during the winter of 1992-93 and a high population of
voles (pers. obs.) may have lowered VORs during the early
part of the nesting season in 1993.

Forman (1993) also

found that nest success and VORs were low during the
season following a peak in vole populations.

I suspect

that the seasonal decline in predation on artificial nests
with timers during 1993 reflected both; improving quality
of nesting cover as the season progressed and magpies
leaving the area as their broods fledged.

Sullivan (1988)

similarly reported increasing nest survival after American
crows fledged their young.
Although VORs at duck nest sites increased as the
nesting season progressed, variation in VORs among
different habitats appeared small compared to those
reported by Fleskes and Klaas (1991),

The effect of

height and density of nesting cover on duck nest success
has been studied extensively.

Clark and Nudds (1991)

summarized 38 studies and found that height and density of
vegetation was relatively unimportant to nest success when
both avian and mammalian predators were present.

Several

studies (Dwernychuk and Boag 1972, Jones and Hungerford
1972, Sugden and Beyersbergen 1987) found nest concealment
to be important when mostly avian predators were present,
although, Sugden and Beyersbergen (1986) concluded that
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concealment offered little protection from ground-foraging
American crows.

I suggest that VORs did not differ

between hatched and depredated nests at Sterling WMA
because variation in VORs among nests was small and
because both avian and mammalian predators were present.

Analvsis of Nest Failures
I assumed that Type la, Ilia, Illb, and Type IVa
(Table 5) nest remains were taken by mammals because of
the lack of disturbance to nest bowls or the crushing of
eggshells.

I assumed that Type Ib and II were taken by

avian predators because of disturbance to the nest bowl
and limited eggshell remains.

Type IVb could not be

assigned to either group of predators.

Sargeant et al.

(in press) suggested using only nests with >5 eggs for
determining the predator species responsible for
destroying a nest.

However, Dwernychuk and Boag (1972)

pointed out that avian predators mainly depredate nests in
the laying stage.

I assumed that the use of only nests

with >5 eggs would underestimate the amount of avian
predation.

Both avian and mammalian predators appear to

destroy nests at Sterling WMA.
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Duck Nest Sites
Lowland areas at Sterling WMA contained large amounts
of relatively tall dense vegetation and good residual
cover in the spring.

In contrast, bare or thinly

vegetated zones covered much of the upland areas.

I

suggest that this difference in cover quality explains
most of the higher nest density in lowland areas compared
to upland areas.

Nest Success. Russian Olive, and Magpie Nests
Although nest survival of artificial nests tended to
increase as distance from stands of Russian olive
increased, the pattern was not statistically significant.
Similarly, I found no significant trend between success of
duck nests and distance from a Russian olive or distance
from a magpie nest.

Also, duck nest success and nest

density did not differ between high or low densities of
Russian olive.

These results could be interpreted to mean

that nest predation by magpies is not important at
Sterling or, alternatively, that virtually no duck nests
at Sterling are far enough from magpie nest sites and
foraging perches to provide reasonable security.

Sullivan

(1988) found that artificial nests had to be 700 m from
crow nests before nest success improved.

Brown (1957)

reported that the home range of nesting magpies in Montana
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was about 800 m in diameter.

Similarly, Jones and

Hungerford (1972) found magpies depredating nests as far
as 800 m from their nests.

Reese and Kadlec (1985)

observed that magpies routinely flew 300-400 m from their
nests to forage.

Only one duck nest in this study was

>400 m from a magpie nest.

Duck nest success has been

found to be lower inside than outside the home range of
red fox (Fleskes and Klaas 1991) and American crow
(Sullivan 1988); I suspect that the same is true of black
billed magpies.

Artificial Nests
Artificial nests differ from real nests in that the
hen, her movements, and her scent are lacking but human
scent is present.

Willebrand and Marcstrom (1988) found

that real nests of common capercaillie were mainly taken
by mammals, but that artificial nests were mainly taken by
birds.

They suggested that the difference was caused by

the lack of scent at the artificial nests.

However,

Kurnat (1991) found equal success between artificial nests
with and without Fatty Acid Scent pellets, and also found
significant correlation between nest success of real and
artificial duck nests.

My artificial nests with timers

had duck scent present, provided by the duck down placed
at each nest site.

Success of artificial and real nests
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also appeared to be correlated in my study.

Relatively

high nighttime predation rates during the first 24 hours
(Fig. 4) suggest that mammalian predators did not avoid
artificial nests because of human scent.

Daytime

predation rate increased during the second 24 hours,
suggesting that magpies did not find artificial nests by
watching me place the nests (Fig. 4).

Survival appeared

to increase after the first 3 days and this pattern was
also reported by Apa et al. (1991); it may occur because
some sites are relatively insecure and some are safe.

I

assumed that some depredated nests had "slow" timers from
the fact that 8 nests that survived had timers that were
"slow".

I assumed that nest predation was independent of

timer setting.

Hence, my data on diurnal timing of

predation events presumably contains approximately 8
erroneous records; because depredated nests with "slow"
timers could not be detected.

Nest Survival in Relation to Diurnal Period
I observed few mammalian predators during daylight
hours and suspect that mammals caused little of the
daytime predation.

This interpretation is reinforced by

published information for striped skunk (Bailey 1971,
storm 1972), raccoon (Urban 1970, Fritzell 1978), red fox
(Storm et al. 1976), coyote (Smith et al. 1981), and mink
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(Arnold and Fritzell 1987).

The only common avian nest

predator present throughout the study was the black-billed
magpie.

Two American crows were present on the study area

during May 1993.

Active Magpie Nests
The magpie nest density of 25.3 nests/100 ha in the
Orth/Plunkett subunits is among the highest reported
densities: 3.5 (Jones 1958), 21.4 (Brown 1957), and 29.3
(Reese and Kadlec 1985).

The overall magpie nest density

(13.8) at Sterling WMA appears to be intermediate among
those reported in other studies.

However, these studies

were undertaken to study black-billed magpies nesting at
high densities and none of these studies probably
represent a "normal” density of nesting black-billed
magpies.

I have no explanation for the change in the

number of magpie nests between 1992 and 1993.

The search

effort for nests was the same both years and nest
phenology appeared to be similar between years.

Visitation at Scent Stations
In comparison to scent station visitation rates at
Sterling, Forman (1993) reported higher canid, lower
raccoon, and similar skunk visitation rates in the non
predator control area of his study in Montana.
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station visitation rates at Sterling WMA were higher for
skunks and raccoons and lower for canids than rates
documented in a study of riparian habitat in southwestern
Idaho (K. Wilde, Idaho Power Co., pers. commun.}.
Overall, mammalian predator populations at Sterling seem
about average in comparison to these two studies.
However, Roughton and Sweeny (1982) urged caution when
comparing diverse habitats and populations based on scent
station data.

Sargeant et al. (in press) suggested that

the main information about mammalian nest predators on a
study area that could be gathered without intensive
studies may be presence or absence of species: my data
should be interpreted accordingly.

Although no canids

visited scent stations where the density of Russian olive
was high, red fox and coyote were observed in that
habitat.

Mink and weasels also were observed on the study

area, but were not recorded at scent stations.
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MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

Low nest success caused by artificially high, humansubsidized populations of nest predators may have serious
impacts on populations of ducks (Cowardin et al. 198 3,
Klett et al. 1988) and passerine birds (Wilcove 1985,
Terborgh 1989, Bohning-Gaese et al. 1993).

One approach

to testing this hypothesis is to remove human subsidies
such as denning or nesting sites.

Sterling WMA has very

low duck nest success; most predation is occurring during
the day, and the most likely daytime predator is the
black-billed magpie.

Nest sites for magpies on the study

area would be rare without Russian olive, which have
invaded the area over the past 40 years.

If Russian olive

could be removed from an area large enough to provide
ducks with nest sites outside of magpie territories, nest
success may increase and the extent of mammalian predation
may be revealed.

If Russian olive is removed, data on

duck nest success should be compared between removal and
non-removal areas.

If Russian olive is removed from part

of the area, nest distribution and foraging habits of
magpies also should be studied to determine if the removal
is effective.

Other possibilities for improving duck nest

success include providing additional predator-proof
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nesting structures or, possibly, use of conditioned taste
aversion (Conover 1990, Dimmick and Nicolaus 1990).
Sterling WMA has some nesting structures in place, and
when used (6 of 26 in 1993) nest success is very high
(100%)(pers. obs.).

However, mallards are the only duck

species using and benefitting from these nest structures.
Overwater nesting by ducks should also be
investigated further to obtain reasonably large sample
sizes for nest success calculations and to determine the
proportions of mallards and redheads nesting overwater
versus in uplands.

This study focused on recruitment of

ducks, much less is known about many of the non-game
species that nest at Sterling WMA.

Nest success of short

eared owls appears to be lower at Sterling WMA (Appendix
D) than in the Prairie Pothole Region (Kantrud and Higgins
1992) and western Montana (Swaney 1993).

Nest success and

recruitment of ground and tree nesting birds should be
investigated at other sites because Russian olive is
widely distributed throughout southern Idaho and the
western United States and because of other negative
impacts of Russian olive that have been reported (Knopf
and Olson 1984, Brown 1990)
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Appendix A.
birds.
PLANTS

Scientific names of plants, mammals, and

(from Hitchcock and Cronquist 1973)

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Bulrush
Cattail
Cheat grass
Greasewood
Russian olive
Rabbitbrush
Rushes
Sagebrush
Sedges
Willow

(Scirpus sp.)
(Tvpha sp.)
(Bromus tectorum)
{Sarcobatus vermiculatus)
fElaeaanus anaustifolia)
(Chrvsotharonus spp.)
(Juncus spp.)
fArtemisia tridentata)
fCarex spp.)
{Salix spp.)

MAMMALS

1982)

(from Honacki et al

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Coyote
Feral/domestic cat
Feral/domestic dog
Gray wolf
Grizzly bear
Mink
Raccoon
Red fox
Striped skunk
Swift fox
Vole
Weasel

fCanis latrans)
fFelis catus)
fCanis familiarisé
fCanis lupus)
fUrsus arctos)
(Mustela yison)
fProcvon lotor)
fVulpes yulpes)
(Mephitis mephitisé
(Vulpes velox)
(Microtus spp.)
(Mustela spp.)
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Appendix A. (continued)
BIRDS

(from American Ornithologists' Union 1983)

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

American avocet
American crow
Black-billed magpie
Blue-winged teal
Canada goose
Cinnamon teal
Common capercaillie
Common snipe
Gadwall
Green-winged teal
Killdeer
Lesser scaup
Long-billed curlew
Mallard
Northern harrier
Northern pintail
Northern shove1er
Redhead
Ring-necked duck
Ring-necked pheasant
Ruddy duck
Short-eared owl

fRecurvirostra americana^
fCorvus brachvrhvnchos)
fPica Pica)
(Anas discors)
(Branta canadensis)
(Anas cvanoptera)
(Tetrao uroaallus)
(Gallinaao oallinaao)
(Anas strepera)
(Anas crecca)
(Charadrius vociferus)
(Avthva affinis)
(Numenius americanus)
(Anas platvrhvnchos)
(Circus cvaneus)
(Anas acuta)
(Anas clypeata)
(Aythya americana)
(Avthva collaris)
(Phasianus colchicus)
(Oxvura iamaicensis)
(Asio flammeus)
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Appendix B. Ring-necked pheasant crowing counts. Counts
were taken between late April and early May by listening
for 2 minutes at 8 stops at Sterling WMA and farmland 8 km
west of Sterling WMA. Counts were started 30-45 minutes
before sunrise with good weather (temperature >0® C,
clouds <50%, and wind <16 km/h).
Sterling WMA

Farmland

Count

1992

1

38

12

17

2

39

6

31

3

25

6

14

4

32

0

13

5

41

5

17

175

29

92

Total
X

1993

35.0

1993

5.8

Statistical results
1992 vs. 1993 Sterling WMA

(t=9.659 P=0.001)

1993 Sterling WMA vs. Farmland

(t=3.690 P=0.021)
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Appendix C- wildlife observed during ring-necked pheasant
brood count routes. Counts were conducted on Sterling WMA
and nearby farmland; each route was 32.2 km. Counts were
started 30 minutes before sunrise during July-August.
1993

1992
SWMA

Farmland

SWMA

Farmland

Number of counts

9

9

11

11

Pheasant broods

13

2

0

1

Adult pheasants'

2

2

1

1

Partridge broods

1

1

0

0

Adult partridge*

3

1

0

0

Feral/domestic cats

0

4

0

2

Skunks

1

1

0

0

Red foxes

1

1

0

1

Coyotes

0

0

0

1

'Males, or females without broods
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Appendix D.

Nest success of short-eared owls and northern harriers at Sterling WMA.

■D
CD

C/)
C/)

CD

8

Short-eared Owls
Year
1992
1993
Combined

Nests
6
22
28

Exposure Days"

Found Hatched"

Failures

61.5
142.5
204.0

1
5
6

3
14
17

Nest Success'
26%
6%
10%

CD

3.
3"
CD

CD

■D
O
Q.
C
a
o
3
"O
o
CD

Q.

■D
CD

C/)
C/)

Northern Harriers
Year
1992
1993
Combined

Nests
7
11
18

Found Hatched*

Exposure Days"

1
1
2

76.0
166.0
242.0

Failures
4
4
8

Nest Success^
17%
46%
34%

"Excluded from nest success estimates
‘'For incubation only
‘DSR”
<lr\cT>î2
“DSR"

ui

>0
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Appendix E, Nests of other bird species located in upland habitat at Sterling WMA and
not used in the thesis.

W
o'
3
0
3
C/)

19Ô2

1993

Total

CD

8

Species

3"
1

American avocet

1

1

CD

Common snipe

0

3.

Killdeer

(O '

3

]
Hatched

n

Hatched

Failed

Unknown

n

n

14

16

0

0

0

0

16

0

0

0

0

1

3

4

4

0

2

2

4

0

0

0

0

4

Ring-necked pheasant

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

Canada goose

0

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

Long-billed curlew

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

Failed

Unknown

3"
CD

CD

■D
O
Q.
C
a
o

3

■D
O
CD

Q.

■D
CD
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C/)
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Appendix F. Number of nests (n), exposure (in days), and
depredated, abandoned due to search activities, and lost
nests by species of duck.
1992 UPLAND NESTS
n

Exposure

Failed

Abandoned Lost

Mallard

99

982 .0

63

5

3

Gadwall

23

183.0

15

1

0

Northern Shove1er

12

113.0

5

1

0

Cinnamon Teal*

12

100. 5

9

1

0

Northern Pintail

19

161. 0

12

0

0

Lesser Scaup

8

56.0

7

0

0

Redhead

4

16.0

4

0

0

Unidentified

3

5.0

1

0

2

180

1616.5

116

8

5

Total

“Includes Blue-winged Teal
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Appendix F.

(Continued)
1993 UPLAND NESTS
n

Exposure

Mallard

55

380.0

49

1

1

Gadwall

22

277.5

13

0

1

Northern Shove1er 28

182.0

22

3

0

Cinnamon Teal

19

149.5

11

2

0

Northern Pintail

10

83.5

6

1

0

Lesser Scaup

4

36.0

4

0

0

Redhead

3

16.0

3

0

0

Unidentified

3

12.0

3

0

0

144

1136.5

111

7

2

Total

Failed

Abandoned Lost

‘Includes Blue-winged Teal

1993 OVERWATER NESTS
Failed

Abandoned Lost

n

Exposure

Mallard

9

101.0

7

0

0

Redhead

10

154.5

7

0

0

Total

19

255.5

14

0

0
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